Dear Customer,
Many years of work and experience have strengthened our presence in
the market and have improved our customer service. This encourages
us to further progress and win your confidence.
We hope that this new catalogue will contribute in facilitating our
partnership and in developing our relationship. The knowledge of your
requirements is at the base of our constant research and innovation.
Arturo Salice S.p.A. and Bortoluzzi Sistemi S.p.A.
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THE COMPANY

Packing of products to
be shipped at Salice‘s
workshop at the end of
the fifties
Salice, a leader in the field of concealed hinges and accessories for furniture, produces a wide range of high quality products
meant for industries specialized in the field of kitchen cabinets and furniture in general. With over 400 employees and eight
subsidiaries, Salice exports 65% of production to over 80 countries worldwide.
Its history began in 1926 when Arturo Salice started in Cantù, Como province, a trade activity for the retail distribution of furniture
hardware produced in Italy or imported from foreign countries. The activity, initially confined to the local area, eventually
extended to the whole of Italy.
At the end of the fifties, the first factory was built in Cantù,
Italy and Arturo Salice started the production of his own line of
furniture hardware.
His sons Giorgio and Luciano eventually entered the company,
supporting their father in the management and in upholding
the typical values of the Lombard industrial tradition.
On February 22, 1957, Salice registered the first international
patent for a concealed, cylindrical and self-closing hinge for
furniture, marking a technological milestone for the whole
industry. Thus, Arturo Salice S.p.A. was born.
The factory at Cantù proved insufficient to accomodate the
rapid growth of the company, which was favoured by the
increasing success of the Salice hinges among the furniture
industries in Italy and abroad, thus, expansion was needed.

The construction of new and bigger production facilities to
meet the development of the company and a progressively
growing demand could not be postponed.
In 1975, the huge new factory at Novedrate, the present home
of the company, was inaugurated.
In the year 2000, the company acquired ADAR S.p.A., now
known as SALICE GUIDE S.p.A., which specializes in the
production of runners and metal drawers.
In the year 2010, the company acquired 40% of BORTOLUZZI
SISTEMI S.p.A., which specializes in the production of sliding
door systems, completing the group’s wide range of products.

Old Salice workshop in Cantù, Italy
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YOUR HOME, OUR MISSION
Currently located in Novedrate,
Italy with a total land area of
almost 300,000 sqm, Salice is
one of today’s top manufacturer
of furniture hardware. Salice
holds a well-established position
worldwide by virtue of its natural
talent for innovation, careful
attention to quality, efficiency of
customer service, and reliability
earned during more than 80 years
of experience.
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THE COMPANY

“...registered the
first international
patent for a
concealed hinge”
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
A team of highly qualified technicians is constantly seeking
new and more sophisticated products which must meet the
demands of the market with high-precision and high-quality
technical and technological solutions.
TOOLING DEPARTMENT
In this department, the production equipment, tooling and
assembly machines, resulting from continous research and
computerized design of the Technical Office, are produced. This
enables Salice to promptly respond to the customers’ requests
and to always offer innovative and quality products to the
market.
Salice Technological Center in the Novedrate factory

The close link between this department and the production
cycle enables Salice to produce in large quantities, with the
highest possible degree of automation, keeping the total and
constant control over the quality standards.

“...constantly
seeking new and
more sophisticated
products...”

PRODUCTION
In 1957, Salice decided to concentrate all of its energies on
a single type of product: concealed hinges for furniture and
relative accessories. This well-founded decision has allowed
Salice to reach a high level of specialisation, supported by a
policy of investments directed at innovation and rationalization
of production processes.

CERTIFICATIONS
The certification obtained by Salice in 1993 for its “QUALITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM ISO 9001” and in 1998 for its
“ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM ISO 14001” is added
to witness that the company is absolutely compliant with the
laws that guarantee the safeguard of the environment.

The production cycle, on three shifts, is assured by
workmanship of proven ability and competence. These
characteristics have earned Salice the reputation of being
the reliable and safe partner of the most prestigious furniture
companies.

The certifications issued at the end of verifications, which Salice
voluntarily underwent, guarantee its compliance to the rules
set by the International Organization for Standardisation (ISO)
and by the European Committee for Standardisation (CEN).

LOGISTICS
All production phases, assemblies, movements and
deliveries are assisted by computerized systems which
assure the correct course of every single operation, thus,
guaranteeing the fast execution of the orders, correct
management of the shipments and punctual deliveries.

The certification body chosen by Salice is DNV-Det Norske
Veritas, a Norwegian control organisation founded in 1864 and
internationally known for its professionalism and competence.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Salice’s primary goals are innovation, quality and customer
service, to which Salice reserves the greatest attention. With
the customer, Salice wishes to establish a close relationship
of mutual collaboration. Every technical problem raised
by the customer, existing or potential, is examined and
evaluated by the experts of the Technical Office: a team
of specialists who avail themselves of a C.A.D. system that
integrates and assists the Research and Development
department, analyses the problem and promptly solves it.

Besides being subjected to stringent in-plant tests, Salice
products are tested by independent bodies to verify their
conformity with strict quality criteria, strength and durability,
according to standards appropriate to the certification body
and the country: LGA (Germany), CATAS (Italy), CTB-FCBA
(France), LAW-MACTEC (United States) and FIRA (United
Kingdom).
Salice research and development team
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Gloss black

Matte white

revolutionize shape
and perception
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Titanium

warmth and technology

WARMTH AND TECHNOLOGY
The new titanium finish
perfectly conveys a sensation
of warmth and at the same
time, incorporating modern
functionality. The corrosion
strength is considerably
increased compared to the
classic nickel-plated finish.
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CONCEALED
HINGES
SILENTIA INTEGRATED SOFT-CLOSING HINGES

Discover the beauty of silence. As the inventor of integrated soft- closing hinges, we
specifically designed Silentia systems to eliminate noise, giving you an added elegant
feel to furniture without the use of bulky external damping systems.

PUSH reverse spring push-to-open hinges

Getting tired of handles? Salice’s Push hinges are perfect for you. Equipped with a
patented reverse-spring technology, we guarantee a 45-degree opening every time the
magnetic catch is released. Salice’s hardware technology continues to lead the industry
in design and innovation.

BASIC self-closing hinges

UNSURPASSED QUALITY
Salice hinges have been
quality-tested by Germany’s
LGA for your added peace
of mind. A special test was
requested to show that Salice
hinges can reach up to 200,000
cycles, well above the industry
standard.

Versatile yet powerful! All our hinges are guaranteed for life! reaching up to 200,000
cycles with rigorous testing conducted by LGA. Salice surely lives up to its reputation of
being a brand of strength, durability and reliability.
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LINEABOX
aluminum drawer boxes
STANDARD drawer box

Standard drawer boxes are suitable for kitchens, entertainment
area or the office area. Space is maximized with its ultra thin
9mm side while giving a luxurious and minimalist feel.

Available finishes
Stainless steel

Champagne gold

INNER drawer box

Inner drawer boxes are perfect for storing cutlery and utensils
inside cabinets or high fronted drawers. High-sided inner
drawer boxes are perfect for pantry applications, keeping
everything in sight and within reach.
Black

Titanium

UNDER-SINK drawer box

CLEAN AND SIMPLE
Lineabox features minimal wall
thickness to maximize internal
space. Streamlined aesthetics
uncluttered with holes or
assembly components. Sliding
movement is fluid, silent and
progressive, thanks to our
Futura full extension runners.

White
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Keep your kitchen or bathroom cleaning items organized
with Lineabox under-sink drawer boxes. Under-sink drawers
maximize storage space around the plumbing area while
providing improved ergonomics. The U shape of the drawer
box is completely customizable and can be changed to suit the
needs of the user.
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UNDERMOUNT
RUNNERS
UN!CA push-to-open with soft-closing runners

Unica undermount drawer runners combine the features of push-to-open and
soft-closing runners in a single mechanism. All the functions are fully integrated and
fully mechanical. The drawer drillings remain the same and allow an easier installation.
Salice continues its innovative streak through this unique product.

FUTURA undermount runners

Salice’s Futura Smove soft-closing and Futura Push runners are equipped with patented
air-smooth technology which allows perfect gliding motions while eliminating noise.
Truly, another market defining innovation by Salice!

UNIQUELY SALICE
Salice continues its driving
innovation by creating Unica, a
fully mechanical push-to-open
with integrated soft-closing
drawer runners - providing a
luxurious feel without the need
for electricity. All the parts are
fully integrated and have the
same drilling patterns for an
easier installation.

SHELF pull-out runners

Shelf runners can be used in kitchens, display stands for stores, living room and office
area. This special runner for pull-out shelves are mounted on the bottom panel, thus,
eliminating the need for side panels. Pull-out shelves allow for easy access of items.
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LIFT OPENING
SYSTEMS
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FLAP
DOOR

FOLDING
DOOR

PARALLEL
DOOR

SWING
DOOR
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Coplanar sliding systems

SLIDER
Coplanar sliding door system,
Slider allows the doors to sit
fully flushed when closed. The
mechanism can hold up to
50kg per door for large kitchen
or wardrobe doors and 20kg
for sideboard and cupboard
applications while still providing
smooth and silent movement.
The mechanism can be adapted
to structures up to 200mm wider
than the mechanism itself.
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Overlapping sliding systems

GLOW+
Overlapping sliding door
mechanism equipped with a
revolutionary magnetic buffer
and hydraulic decelerator.
Glow+ finally eliminates the
noise produced when the buffer
is engaged. This innovative
solution marks the dawn of a
new era in sliding mechanisms,
with a movement that is
smoother and more silent than
any have gone before.
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ECLIPSE
Pocket door system with
patented smooth lateral assisted
positive opening and cushioned
soft-close movements which are
controlled by a safety device.
Bortoluzzi Sistemi’s technology
guarantees smooth and perfectly
balanced movements with no
discontinuity. Eclipse is easy
to install, adjust and remove
without dismantling the entire
cabinet.
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Pocket door systems

ARTURO SALICE ● BORTOLUZZI SISTEMI
Exclusively distributed by
THE ELECTRIC GROUP (PHIL.) CORPORATION
TEL. +632-367-8485
FAX +632-367-0305
MOBILE +63917-717-5045 or +63922-811-3300
business@i-advancegroup.com
www.salice.com ● www.bortoluzzi.com
ARTURO SALICE S.p.A.

BORTOLUZZI SISTEMI S.p.A.

DEUTSCHE SALICE GMBH

SALICE AMERICA INC.

DEUTSCHE SALICE GMBH

SALICE CANADA INC.

SALICE FRANCE S.A.R.L.

SALICE ESPAÑA, S.L.U.

VIA PROVINCIALE NOVEDRATESE, 10
22060 NOVEDRATE (COMO) ITALIA
TEL. 031 790424
FAX 031 791508
info.salice@salice.com
www.salice.com

RUDOLF DIESEL STR. 10
POSTFACH 1154
74382 NECKARWESTHEIM
TEL. 07133 9807-0
FAX. 07133 9807-16
info.salice@deutschesalice.de
www.deutschesalice.de

VERKAUFSBÜRO NORD
RINGSTRASSE 36/A30 CENTER
32584 LÖHNE
TEL. 05731 15608-0
FAX. 05731 15608-10
vknord@deutschesalice.de
www.deutschesalice.de

ROUTE DE GOA ZAC LES 3 MOULINS
06600 ANTIBES
TEL. 0493 330069
FAX. 0493 330141
info.salice@salicefrance.com
www.salicefrance.com

SALICE UK LTD.

KINGFISHER WAY
HINCHINGBROOKE BUSINESS PARK
HUNTINGDON CAMBS PE 29 6FN
TEL. 01480 413831
FAX. 01480 451489
info.salice@saliceuk.co.uk
www.saliceuk.co.uk

Via Caduti 14.IX.44, 45
32100 BELLUNO - Italy
TEL. 39 0437930866
FAX 39 0437931442
sistemi@bortoluzzi.com
www.bortoluzzi.com

2123 CROWN CENTRE DRIVE
CHARLOTTE NC. 28227
TEL. 704 8417810
FAX. 704 8417808
info.salice@saliceamerica.com
www.saliceamerica.com

4025 SLADEVIEW CRESCENT
UNIT # 7-9
MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO L5L 5Y1
TEL. 905 8208787
FAX. 905 8207226
info.salice@salicecanada.com
www.salicecanada.com

CALLE COPÉRNICO, 11
POLÍGONO INDUSTRIAL
COLL DE LA MANYA
08403 GRANOLLERS (BARCELONA)
TEL. 938 46 88 61
FAX 938 49 11 97
info.salice@saliceespana.es
www.saliceespana.es

